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Abstract: The research aims to verify whether the credit risk of small and medium-sized enterprises
can be estimated more accurately using qualitative variables together with financial information from
reports. In our paper, we select qualitative variables within the conceptual framework of the balanced
scorecard to assess the credit quality of Italian companies of various sizes, from micro to medium.
Data were collected to estimate the company’s resilience following the shock of the financial crisis
of 2007–2008. The analysis based on customer size, processes, knowledge, and corporate finance,
synthesized with balanced scorecard methodology, allows us to estimate the resilience of companies
in a period of crisis. The research highlights the important contribution of qualitative variables for the
estimation of credit risk. The implications concern both financial intermediaries and their supervisory
functions, and regulators for rating models based on soft forward and countercyclical variables.
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1. Introduction

Recent events, such as the financial turmoil and the Covid19 pandemic, affected the resilience
of businesses and radically changed the way to assess the credit risk of borrowers. When analyzing
the most frequently used models in credit risk management, the most commonly used variables are
quantitative variables based on historical balance sheet data and trends, both for loans and bonds
(Gabbi and Sironi 2005). Precisely because many (if not all) of these data are historical, they can often
generate procyclicality effects (Gabbi and Vozzella 2013). The supervisory authorities themselves
have acknowledged that the Basel II framework has caused undesirable effects on the stability of
the system during the crisis, generating credit crunch phenomena from which small and medium
firms (SMEs) in particular have suffered, whose access to credit may be affected by regulation
(Vozzella and Gabbi 2020).

Our contribution aims to examine the extent to which the integration of qualitative variables into
default risk estimation models can be useful for providers of financial resources.

There is interesting research that highlights the ability of soft variables to approximate future
business dynamics (Brunner et al. 2000; Morales et al. 2000; Grunert et al. 2005), management plans
and companies’ perspectives. As several studies (Lehmann 2003; Grunert et al. 2005; Godbillon-Camus
and Godlewski 2005) show, one of the main problems in assessing the credit risk of loans to SMEs is
the opacity of the information that banks can process.

The use of forward looking information allows SMEs to rebalance information asymmetries
compared to large companies and reduce credit crunch risk (Grunert and Norden 2012; Howorth and
Moro 2012).

This is not the first study dedicated to the implementation of risk management internal models
with both quantitative and qualitative inputs (Mistrulli and Casolaro 2008; Agarwal and Hauswald
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2010; Bartoli et al. 2013). Some contributions showed that banks that had already implemented this
information in the models were medically more resilient in terms of credit portfolio during the financial
crisis of 2007–2008 (Beccalli et al. 2009).

Our contribution differs from those previously published because we propose to develop a
solution for the integration of qualitative variables that harmonizes the database typically used by risk
managers and allows a more robust integration of the results obtained. This imposes a process of soft
information hardening that often weakens the construction of adequate risk estimation models.

Once the problem of information collection has been solved, which is a privilege in particular
of banks that manage to strengthen a close relationship with loan beneficiaries (Gabbi et al. 2020),
knowledge must be transformed into statistically negotiable data.

The problem of how to transform soft variables into hard variables has been debated for some
time: for Petersen (2004) this information cannot be transformed into a number without losing its
implicit content. Other researchers propose solutions based on the use of fictitious variables (Keasey
and Watson 1987) or by giving the answers certain scores (Grunert et al. 2005). The solution we propose
is instead able to maintain the informative power of soft variables in terms of approximation of the
probability of default.

The structure of our paper is as follows: Section 2 contains the description of the database,
the sampling design and the methodology; Section 3 shows and comments our empirical findings.
In Section 4, we conclude.

2. Data, Research Design and Methodology

The research is based on an archive of information recovered from 16,850 Italian companies,
belonging to the sectors of industry (about 30%), construction (about 10%) and services (about 60%).

The survey conducted on Italian companies has a relevant value since it is a representative
sample of a sector of companies that is more relevant for the economy of the country than elsewhere,
accounting for about 98.5% of the total number of productive organizations. The company information
was collected by a large Italian commercial bank operating throughout Italy and whose internal
credit risk model has been validated by the national regulator. The Bank carries out commercial
and credit activities, focused on the distribution of credit products and services; it also operates in
the various segments of banking and financial activities, from traditional banking to special credit,
asset management, bancassurance and investment banking. It is a retail-oriented bank, with about
30,000 employees and over 3000 branches.

The enterprises were divided into micro enterprises (ME) and small and medium firms (SMEs)
following the EU Recommendation 2003/361, according to which the characterizing elements are the
workforce and turnover. The thresholds refer to turnover (ME ≤ EUR 2 million; SME ≤ EUR 50 million)
and workforce (ME < 10 employees; SME < 250 employees). For the definition of the default, has been
adopted the one contained in the EU Regulation n. 575/2013 art. 178. The geographical and sectorial
data show a diffusion of enterprises to represent the Italian economy in a sufficiently complete way.

We collected data from 2008 until 2013 to detect the robustness of risk management models
during the most critical years after the beginning of the financial crisis and the public debt shock of the
Eurozone. The observation of default events (in our database 578 companies) allowed us to compute a
default rate of 3.43% (Table 1).

The information used in the study is of two types: on the one hand, quantitative information based
on information processed within an internal rating based model validated by the national supervisory
authority (Bank of Italy). Since the model is validated by the Italian Banking Supervisory Authority
(Bank of Italy), it is confidential and cannot be published in its analytical structure. Nevertheless,
it can be specified that the quantitative score is obtained with a logit model that elaborates the
income, equity and financial ratios published in company’s financial reports, together with internal
and external historical credit behaviors. On the other hand, qualitative information were collected
directly from debtor companies through a questionnaire whose characteristics are described in Table 2.
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The qualitative data were collected by the bank’s relationship managers, using a standard questionnaire
designed by the Authors and shared with the Bank.

Table 1. Database features.

Companies’ Size Number of
Observations

Number of
Default Firms

Probability of
Default

Micro Companies (ME) 11,301 377 3.34%

Small Medium Enterprises (SME) 5549 201 3.62%

Total 16,850 578 3.43%

Table 2. Strategic and Business Variables.

Scorecard
Category Variable Issue Answers

Internal rocess PROD_DIV Productive
diversification

a—the company operates in more than one industry

b—the company operates in one industry with
flexible processes

c—the company operates in one industry with
inflexible production processes

Customers BUS_DIV Business
diversification

a—high diversification of customers and turnover

b—good diversification of turnover and few big
customers

c—low sales diversification to few big customers

Internal process MANAG_EX
Management

experience

a—>10 years

b—>5 years and <10 years

c—<5 years

Learning STRAT_VIS
Strategic vision and

management
quality

a—outstanding vision with long term goals and
excellent track record

b—good vision with long term goals and adequate
track record

c—satisfactory vision with mixed previous results

d—poor vision with former hazardous decisions

Internal process ORG_STR Organizational
structure

a—organization with efficient processes and
well-structured operations

b—structured and managed managerial positions

c—inadequate organizational structure with some
ungoverned management positions

Customers MARK_TREND Demand side trend

a—growing

b—reinforcing

c—stable

d—declining

Learning R&D
The firm invests in

research and
development

a—yes

b—no

Learning COMP
Competition

intensity

a—low

b—medium

c—high
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Table 2. Cont.

Scorecard
Category Variable Issue Answers

Internal process QUAL_CERT Quality
certification

a—the company has obtained quality awards or
accreditations

b—the company has applied for one or more quality
accreditations

c—the company never applied for any quality
certification or failed to achieve it

Financial BANK_REL
Bank-firm

relationship

a—the company gets more than enough credit lines

b—the company gets enough credit lines, few
overdrafts were recorded

c—some illiquid events were recorded

d—frequent unauthorized financial overdrafts have
been recorded

Financial BOR_REQ
Credit

requirements
outlook

a—consistent with the company’s income and equity
dynamics

b—not in line with the company’s income and equity
dynamics

Table 2 shows the questions contained in the questionnaire, broken down by Balanced Scorecard
category (Kaplan and Norton 1992). The customer perspective was used to verify the company’s ability
to meet demand requirements. To this end, we did collect the information of business diversification
(BUS_DIV) and market prospects (MARK_TREND). This information has been considered in relation
to the size of the companies and therefore calibrated on the basis of average Italian data.

The perspective of business processes concerns the efficiency and effectiveness of operations.
The variables that make this perspective explicit are: (a) the management experience of the general
manager or a similar top management figure (MANAG_EX); (b) the acquisition of one or more quality
certifications (QUAL_CERT) of the ISO and OHSAS type; (c) the organizational business model
(ORG_STR), which depends on the degree of efficiency and structural coherence of the organization as
well as the supervision of the main business functions; (d) the diversification of the products/services
offered (PROD_DIV) according to the number of sectors in which it operates and the evaluation of the
flexibility/rigidity of the production processes. The goal of diversification of business activities can be
achieved either through a combination of outsourcing processes or through unrelated business lines
(Ferretti et al. 2019). The third dimension taken into consideration is one which focuses on knowledge
within the organization. We have therefore gone into three elements in depth: (a) the strategy of
the firm (STRAT_VIS), the intensity of competition in the market in which the company operates
(COMP) and research and development (R&D). Finally, the fourth dimension is the financial dimension
considered from a qualitative and relational point of view with lenders. The variables analyzed are
the internal perception of financial availability with respect to growth prospects (BOR_REQ) and any
financial tensions that may have emerged in the bank-business relationship (BANK_REL).

In the estimation models, the dependent variable (default; non default) assumes a value of 1
if the company went into default during the analysis period and 0 if it is not. On the basis of each
answer given in the questionnaire, the frequencies of the defaults were estimated and, consequently,
the distance from the average default rate of 3.4%, a rate of non-performing loans observed in 2007 in
Italy. Our dataset consists of 16,850 questionnaires completed during the years 2008 to 2012. In detail,
during this period, each company that has made a loan application (and has been granted) the
relationship manager of the same has completed the questionnaire. During the 12 months following
the granting of the credit line, and thus the conclusion of the questionnaire, it was observed whether
the company had gone into default or not. The latter aspect constitutes the variable depending on the
models for estimating and calculating the default rates. Therefore, the probability of default estimated
by the logistic models has a time horizon of one year.
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Each cluster of responses has its own PD, which has been compared with the system average:
as expected, in almost all cases a growing PD is observed as the quality of the response worsens.
Our method gives weight to this difference. The weight is the distance between the PD of the cluster of
each response and the average PD of the Italian economic system.

These values are reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Strategic Variables.

Variables
Average PD by Answer (%) Distance from Sample Average PD (%)

a b c d a b c d

PROD_DIV 3.9 3.1 3.9 0.5 −0.3 0.5
BUS_DIV 2.8 3.7 5.6 −0.6 0.3 2.2

MANAG_EX 3.1 4.4 12.4 −0.3 1.0 9.0
STRAT_VIS 0.8 2.4 5.3 16.8 −2.6 −1.0 1.9 13.4
ORG_STR 2.0 4.0 16.7 −1.4 0.6 13.3

MARK_TREND 3.2 2.9 4.4 6.8 −0.2 −0.5 1.0 3.4
R&D 3.4 3.3 0.0 −0.1

COMP 1.6 3.0 4.0 −1.8 −0.4 0.6
QUAL_CERT 2.8 3.6 3.7 −0.6 0.2 0.3
BANK_REL 0.8 1.5 8.0 13.3 −2.6 −1.9 4.6 9.9
BOR_REQ 2.7 11.2 −0.7 7.8

Numbers are the distance between the average PD for each group of the responses (a–d in Table 2) and the average
PD of the whole database (3.4%).

In order to validate the use of soft information, after hardening it, we have estimated correlation
coefficients (Table 4). The correlation coefficients have been computed using the differences of PDs as
shown in Table 3, after hardening the soft information. The low coefficients confirm the robustness of
the analytical framework of the balanced scorecard that intercepts mutually independent dimensions.

Table 4. Correlation Matrix for Soft Facts.

Correlation
Matrix

PROD
_DIV

BUS
_DIV

MANAGE
_EX

STRAT
_VIS

ORG
_STR

MARK
_TREND R&D COMP QUAL

_CERT
BANK
_REL

BOR
_REQ

PROD_DIV 1.00
BUS_DIV 0.05 1.00

MANAGE_EX 0.03 0.05 1.00
STRAT_VIS 0.02 0.06 0.06 1.00
ORG_STR 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.46 1.00

MARK_TREND 0.05 −0.02 −0.02 0.18 0.17 1.00
R&D 0.11 −0.05 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.08 1.00

COMP −0.05 0.06 0.04 −0.04 −0.04 −0.10 −0.05 1.00
QUAL_CERT 0.09 −0.08 0.11 0.06 0.09 0.07 0.37 −0.06 1.00
BANK_REL 0.01 0.07 0.06 0.39 0.32 0.12 0.02 −0.03 0.05 1.00
BOR_REQ 0.02 0.02 −0.01 0.24 0.18 0.14 −0.01 −0.04 −0.01 0.23 1.00

The default probability models using quantitative and qualitative variables were run with logit
regressions, where the dependent variable is the DEFAULT of borrowers. In this model, we checked
for liquidity, economic and equity characteristics recovered from financial reports (QUANT), to which
we added qualitative variables (QUAL).

The research compared the quality of the estimates of three empirical models: in the first model
the probability of default was estimated only with quantitative information, taken essentially from
financial reports; in the second model the probability of default was, on the contrary, estimated only
with qualitative information; finally, the third model integrated the independent quantitative and
qualitative variables. The latter model was further detailed to understand which of the four dimensions
of the balanced scorecard provides the most significant contribution to explain the dependent variable.
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3. Results

We reported the empirical evidence in order to compare the quality of the results of the different
models (Tables 5 and 6). Subsequently, in order to highlight the robustness of the models with indicators
more consistent with the aims of risk management, we estimated the errors of the first and second type
(Table 7) comparing them with what emerged from previous studies (Table 8).

Table 5. Logit Regression.

Variables MICRO
Model 1

SME
Model 1

MICRO
Model 2

SME
Model 2

MICRO
Model 3

SME
Model 3

Constant
−3.827 *** −3.798 *** −3.789 *** −3.686 *** −3.971 *** −3.878 ***
(0.0644) (0.0908) (0.0932) (0.123) (0.0969) (0.128)

QUANT 10.19 *** 17.02 *** 6.682 *** 10.41 ***
(0.521) (1.196) (0.551) −1.223

BUS_DIV
15.64 ** 29.20 *** 13.24 * 26.88 ***
(6.603) (9.041) (6.958) (9.563)

MARK_TREND
8.115 * −5.051 7.509 −0.234
(4.322) (6.898) (4.572) (7.090)

PROD_DIV
28.58 * −10.86 30.61 ** −13.31
(15.02) (21.47) (15.57) (22.35)

MANAG_EX
15.25 *** 9.048 * 15.24 *** 4.629
(2.415) (4.785) (2.494) (5.507)

ORG_STR
2.708 2.241 3.493 * 4.165

(1.782) (2.660) (1.901) (2.726)

QUAL_CERT 29.13 ** 31.18 * 38.77 ** 34.67 *
(14.54) (18.85) (15.27) (19.79)

STRAT_VIS
4.659 *** 6.549 *** 2.534 ** 5.304 **
(1.473) (2.043) (1.611) (2.156)

R&D
189.3 19.66 202.3 81.17

(132.8) (182.6) (137.9) (192.2)

COMP
24.29 *** 26.36 ** 27.91 *** 20.95
(9.215) (13.03) (9.601) (13.41)

BANK_REL
15.99 *** 18.98 *** 11.54 *** 13.26 ***
(1.082) (1.463) (1.208) (1.696)

BOR_REQ 7.804 *** 3.952 5.400 *** 2.996
(1.676) (2.518) (1.817) (2.650)

Observation 11,301 5549 11,301 5549 11,301 5549

LR Chi-squared 433.200 245.686 501.464 286.239 664.263 369.883

Prob. > Chi-squared 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Pseudo R2 0.131 0.142 0.152 0.166 0.201 0.214

The table reports the estimates of the logit regressions. The dependent variable is a dummy with value 1 if the firm
is in default, zero otherwise. The table shows the coefficients and statistics used to assess their significance. Model 1
estimates firms’ default running only the quantitative variables (QUANT). Model 2 estimates firms’ default running
the qualitative facts (QUAL). Model 3 estimates firms’ default running all the explanatory variables (both QUANT
and QUAL). Statistics to evaluate the goodness of fit of the regression are the Likelihood Ratio (LR), Chi-squared
and Pseudo R2 are computed. *, **, *** denotes a statistical significance at 10, 5, and 1 percent levels, respectively;
the standard error is in brackets.

A first result worth highlighting is related to the pseudo R2 test, which appears higher when
using only qualitative variables compared to the model based only on quantitative measurements.
This evidence seems to justify the hypothesis that qualitative variables are fundamental and often
more forward looking than quantitative ones. The pseudo-R2 and Chi-square LR tests of model 4 in
Table 6 (determined on the basis of the variables related to the quality of the company’s financing
conditions) are higher than the other models, both for SMEs and micro enterprises. Further evidence
suggests that the model based only on qualitative variables offers better results than the model entirely
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calibrated on quantitative quantities; this is the case for both size categories considered. This result
appears unexpected in view of the fact that banking practice is to estimate the probability of default by
prioritizing balance sheet information and past behavior, which in our model are summarized in the
variable QUANT. More precisely, the pseudo-R2 and Chi-square LR tests of Model 1 are lower than the
other models (0.152 vs. 0.131 and 0.166 vs. 0.142).

With regard to the independent variables selected to estimate the models, it emerges that business
diversification (BUS_DIV) shows a sign consistent with that expected and a significant contribution in
all regressions.

The dynamics of the industry (MARK_TREND) does not contribute significantly to explain
borrowers’ quality (Table 5), but contributes significantly to the explanation of the corporate default
for all company sizes analyzed (in particular for micro enterprises) within the customer-based
model (Table 6, Model 3a). This confirms that the environment where firms compete with each
other explains the achievability of the business decisions and their resilience in case of stress
(Anderson and Narus 2005).

With regard to internal controls, PROD_DIV is significant for MICRO companies. This depends
on the fact that a medium-sized company is more frequently able to diversify its production processes,
as well as having greater ease in surviving even by dedicating itself to a single economic sector, with the
possibility of becoming a leader and integrating horizontally or vertically (Penrose 1959).

The managerial skills (MANAG_EX) are statistically relevant, especially for micro enterprises.
This is explained by the fact that as the size of the company shrinks, management experience becomes
a critical factor in determining the resilience of companies.

As demonstrated by Flynn et al. (1995), mainly smaller companies with an efficient quality
management system not only ensure better earnings performance (Samson and Terziovski 1999) but
also more stable financial balances (Kaynak 2003). Companies claiming to have achieved quality
certification (QUAL_CERT) are more resilient, regardless of size. Our findings support the literature
exploring the correlation between market advantages and customer satisfaction (Anderson et al. 1995).
The last factor related to internal controls (ORG_STR) is more sensitive and significant for SMEs;
our finding depends on the de-structured organization of micro companies.

The survey shows that the variable STRAT_VIS is much more sensitive for SMEs: this would show
that the robustness of a small business requires a more robust strategy (Miles et al. 1978; Porter 2001).

An element that, on the contrary, does not appear statistically significant in the models is the
contribution of research and development (R&D): the reason for this is that in the analyzed database,
it is a measure that shows very little variability for micro enterprises and SMEs.

A decisive factor for the profitability of companies is the possibility that a sector may be particularly
attractive to competitors (Porter 1987). As suggested by Montgomery and Porter (1991), we focus on
the conflicts among agents competing in the market. Our variable (COMP) shows that competition
adversely affects the resilience of companies, even more significantly for micro-enterprises, due to
their structural weakness when competing with major players.

The last dimension considered is the financial dimension for which two questions were asked
to companies, respectively on the quality of the bank-business relationship and the perception of
capital needs (BANK_REL and BOR_REQ). From the results that emerged, this is the most significant
dimension that can be used to explain the probability of default of enterprises, in line with what
Castelli et al. (2006) stated for SMEs.

The ability to balance the company’s cash flow and the relative perception of financial needs
(BOR_REQ) is also decisive in the model, especially for micro-enterprises. In this case, the borrowers
best able to manage treasury and optimize the financial structure are clearly distinguished in the model
for estimating insolvency (Hamilton and Fox 1998).
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Table 6. Regression of Model 3.

Variables MICRO
MOD_3a

SME
MOD_3a

MICRO
MOD_3b

SME
MOD_3b

MICRO
MOD_3c

SME
MOD_3c

MICRO
MOD_3d

SME
MOD_3d

Constant
−3.839

***
−3.810

***
−3.913

***
−3.781

***
−3.845

***
−3.847

***
−4.011

***
−3.921

***
(0.0652) (0.0920) (0.0686) (0.0942) (0.0894) (0.112) (0.0740) (0.101)

PD
9.950 *** 16.77 *** 9.719 *** 16.49 *** 9.308 *** 15.54 *** 6.793 *** 10.74 ***
(0.526) (1.196) (0.522) (1.201) (0.537) (1.182) (0.540) (1.203)

BUS_DIV
15.76 ** 23.60 ***
(6.752) (9.113)

MARK_TREND
19.24 *** 16.97 ***
(4.280) (6.415)

PROD_DIV
35.39 ** −3.942
(15.37) (22.02)

MANAG_EX
15.12 *** 5.149
(2.399) (5.458)

ORG_STR
10.01 *** 12.74 ***
(1.557) (2.100)

QUAL_CERT 33.35 ** 32.46 *
(14.49) (17.94)

STRAT_VIS
9.464 *** 11.50 ***
(1.271) (1.673)

R&D
50.29 −28.24

(130.0) (175.6)

COMP
29.52 *** 21.86 *
(9.471) (13.20)

BANK_REL
12.80 *** 14.69 ***
(1.166) (1.620)

BOR_REQ 7.233 *** 6.073 **
(1.683) (2.424)

Observation 11,301 5549 11,301 5549 11,301 5549 11,301 5549

LR Chi-squared 456.379 257.502 516.750 279.060 493.117 289.109 589.567 341.826

Prob. > Chi-squared 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Pseudo R2 0.138 0.149 0.156 0.161 0.149 0.167 0.178 0.198

The table reports the estimates of Model 3, run separating qualitative variables by the BSC perspectives, that is
customers (Model 3a); business processes (Model 3b); learning and growth (Model 3c); and financial perspectives
(Model 3d). The dependent variable is a dummy with value 1 if the firm is in default, zero otherwise. The table
shows the coefficients and statistics used to assess their significance. Statistics to evaluate the goodness of fit of the
regression are the Likelihood Ratio (LR), Chi-squared and Pseudo R2 are computed. *, **, *** denotes a statistical
significance at 10, 5, and 1 percent levels, respectively; the standard error is in brackets.

The statistical test estimates in Tables 5 and 6 do not fully explain the goodness and robustness of a
model for risk management, particularly credit risk. To this end, it is essential to estimate classification
errors, distinguishing between forecasts of healthy companies compared to companies destined to
default. The first type of error occurs when the model deems a company to be healthy and ex-post
is observed to be in default; vice versa, the second type of error occurs when the model classifies a
company that ex-post remains healthy as not performing.

The estimation of errors was based on the average default probability threshold of each enterprise
group: for micro enterprises it was 3.3% and for SMEs it was 3.6%. When the model estimates
an enterprise, based on the independent variables inserted in the model, lower than the average
PD, the classification is that of a performing enterprise, vice versa the enterprise is classified as
non-performing. Table 7 shows the errors and the correct classification rate.
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Table 7. Error Estimation.

PANEL A—MICRO

Statistics Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 3a Model 3b Model 3c Model 3d

Type I error ratio 34.7% 31.8% 30.2% 40.8% 39.3% 38.7% 32.6%

Type II error ratio 12.9% 21.2% 18.8% 15.5% 11.2% 11.6% 17.9%

Correct
Classification Rate 76.2% 73.5% 75.5% 71.8% 74.8% 74.8% 74.8%

PANEL B—SME

Statistics Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 3a Model 3b Model 3c Model 3d

Type I error ratio 39.3% 29.9% 25.9% 27.9% 32.8% 32.3% 25.9%

Type II error ratio 8.8% 19.0% 17.5% 19.1% 12.9% 13.4% 17.7%

Correct
Classification Rate 75.9% 75.6% 78.3% 76.5% 77.1% 77.1% 78.2%

This table shows the ratios of the two types of classification errors and the correct classification rate in both the
sample and out of sample analysis. The type I error ratio is the percentage of default firms classified as performing
firm by the model (logit), while the type II error ratio is the percentage of performing firms classified as default
firm by the model (logit). The Correct Classification Rate is determined as the weighted average between the
correct classification rate of performing firms (complementary to one of the first type error ratio) and the correct
classification rate of default firms (complementary to one of the second type error ratio). The discriminating cut-off
corresponds to the threshold for each size cluster, respectively, 3.3% and 3.6% for micro and SMEs. Firms with a
PD lower than the threshold level were classified as performing, and vice-versa, firms with a PD higher than the
threshold were classified as non-performing.

To make the quality of our research results more evident, we have collected some of the main
contributions on credit risk, by originality of the contribution and by the use, albeit in a different
way from our approach, of soft and hard information. In Table 8, we have included the authors,
the methodology used, classification errors and, finally, the correct classification rate.

Table 8. Classification Errors in Previous Literature.

Authors Methodology Type I
Error Ratio

Type II
Error Ratio

Correct
Classification Rate

Altman (1968) DA with old FR 28.00 6.00 83.00

Keasey and Watson
(1987)

LG with FR, IS 23.30 23.30 76.70

LG with QV, IS 24.70 24.70 75.30

LG with FR and QV, IS 17.80 17.80 82.20

LG with FR, OS 70.00 20.00 55.00

LG with QV, OS 30.00 40.00 65.00

LG with FR and QV, OS 20.00 50.00 65.00

Grunert et al.
(2005)

PR with FR 55.81 4.25 69.97

LR with FR and QV 41.86 4.25 76.95

Altman et al. (2010)

LG with old FR, OS 24.00 27.00 74.50

LG with old QV, OS 24.00 25.00 75.50

LG with new FR, OS 23.00 27.00 75.00

LG with new FR and QV, OS 20.00 24.00 78.00

This table compares some relevant contributions to credit risk estimates, based on quantitative, qualitative or
blended databases. Some of the qualitative variables are strategic factors. The first column shows the authors
and the year of publication of their work. The second column shows the statistical methods used to determine
the correct classification errors specifying whether the analysis and what data types used (financial, non-financial
or both types). The last two columns show the Type I and the Type II error ratios, respectively. LR stands for
linear regressions, LG stands for logit regression, PR, stands for probit regression, IS, in-sample; OS, out of sample.
All values are percentage. The first column contains the bibliographical references of the study analyzed; the second
column summarizes the methodology used to estimate the credit risk model (DA = discriminant analysis; LG = logit
regression; PR = probit regression; IS = in-sample; OS = out of sample) and the typology of independent variables
used (FR = financial ratios; SV = soft variables).
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The variables used in our model, consistent with the dimensions of the balanced scorecard
(Table 7), compared with the outcomes observed in the previous literature (Table 8) show a more robust
contribution to explain the probability of default. This conclusion is supported by the consideration
of the different cost associated to non-performing loans (type I) compared to the opportunity cost
embedded in type II errors.

4. Conclusions

Our research aims to propose an approach to harden soft variables and to integrate them within
credit risk models. We run the empirical analysis for micro, small and medium companies, showing
that utilizing strategic perspectives approximated via soft variables, such as the managerial skills,
business diversification, vision, competition intensity, quality accreditation, the bank-firm relationship
and borrowing requirements expectations, it is feasible to estimate credit risk and by association the
survival probability of firms (Gabbi et al. 2019).

Our research proposes a solution to the problem of soft information hardening, the selection of
the same soft variables within a robust theoretical framework and the integration of quantitative and
qualitative dimensions into the credit risk estimation models of micro and SME enterprises.

Selecting qualitative variables with scorecard logic allows us to interpret the results in a more
consistent way with the strategies adopted by companies and make the collection process more standard.

Moreover, the hardening model is no longer discretionary but objective and based on the link
between subgroups and their default probabilities.

With reference to the regulatory implications, our results offer a contribution to the debate
on the revision of internal models (Basel IV), suggesting a validation that is also a function of the
completeness of the information used by banks to estimate the risk weighted assets and consequently
the capital absorption.

We hope that, with the aim of optimizing credit risk estimation and subsequent capital allocation
(Gabbi and Levich 2019), the revision of internal models (Basel IV) will also further refine the credit
risk estimation on the basis of our findings.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, M.M. and G.G.; methodology, M.G.; validation, G.G.; formal analysis,
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M.G.; writing—review and editing, M.M.; supervision, G.G.; project administration, M.M.; data acquisition, M.M.
All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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